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It was October 31st—       
 Halloween. The marine 

exhibit was open and 
volunteer docents waited 
eagerly for hardy souls to 
brave the cold, windy walk 
down the pier to come 
and dip their fingers into 
the chilly touch tanks. As 
I sat at my desk checking 
e-mails, I listened to 
the two hydrophones 
(underwater microphones) 
installed under the PTMSC 
pier. I had been monitoring 
them all morning, hearing 
the calming swish of the waves, the low hum 
of the aquarium pumps and the “chunk-a, 
chunk-a” of the ferry as it transited back and 
forth from Port Townsend to Keystone. Then, 
faintly, I heard something new—a squeal, like 
the sound a balloon makes when you let the 
air out. The sound was so faint that I wasn’t 
even sure I was really hearing it.

Not long after, I had a meeting with Cheqa, our 
high-school intern, but I still kept my ear tuned 
to the hydrophone, listening for the sound to 
repeat itself. As we discussed his projects, I 
was continually distracted. Was that another 
squeal I heard? “Did you hear that, Cheqa?” 
He grinned and said he did.  

We rushed into the exhibit to alert docents 
Moh and Suzanne, turning up the speakers 
on the research computer in the exhibit 
classroom so they could hear too. Moh smiled 
as he heard the calls and stepped onto the 
dock with the hope of spotting some tall, black 

fins slicing through the waters of Admiralty 
Inlet. I returned to my computer to send out 
an e-mail detection notice to the community of 
professional and citizen scientists who monitor 
the movements of the Southern Resident 
Orca community.

After confirming what I was hearing with 
Dr. Scott Viers, principal investigator for 
the Salish Sea Hydrophone Network, I was 
awestruck at how well this monitoring program 
works. It is an excellent example of citizen 
science. Volunteers from across the country 
and around the world work with professional 
scientists to regularly listen to five hydrophone 
stations in the waters of Puget Sound, the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca and the San Juan 
Islands. 

Using the Internet, hydrophone sounds are 
played live from all five stations. Unusual and 
interesting sounds are recorded and shared 
with the network. The sounds are analyzed 
and studied by network scientists and then 

archived online for everyone 
to learn from. The goals of 
the network are to monitor 
underwater noise pollution 
levels, detect the sounds 
of endangered Southern 
Resident killer whales, and 
raise public awareness about 
underwater sound.

When researchers began the 
project in March 2006, they 
anticipated that noise levels 
near Port Townsend would 
be highest during the day, 
when the ferry is running, and 

Local orcas share the water with many noise makers, including commercial cargo ships.
Photo courtesy of Beamreach.org
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lowest during the night. After regular recording 
and analysis, it was discovered that the waters 
of Admiralty Inlet are often noisy at night too, 
probably due to regular commercial shipping 
traffic, and that the lowest average noise levels 
actually occur during the day between ferry runs. 

Other information gathered from the network 
helped researchers confirm that Orcas 
make louder vocalizations when noise levels 
underwater increase. This reaction, called the 
Lombard Effect, is similar to humans raising 
their voices to be heard at a noisy party. It’s a 
concern to scientists, who worry that Orcas may 
be using more of their much needed energy to 
make louder calls. 

Orcas regularly travel through Admiralty Inlet 
and the surrounding waters, most often in fall 
and winter. During this time they are feeding 
on salmon returning to their home streams 
throughout the Puget Sound, including chum 
salmon returning to Chimacum Creek which 
feeds into Port Townsend Bay. Fall and winter 
are also the seasons when most Orca calves are 
born. Many of their visits this fall were detected 
and recorded on the PTMSC hydrophone. 
They are archived and can be accessed on the 
Internet at www.orcasound.net. 

I invite you to join this team of scientists listening 
for Orcas from homes and offices across the 
country and around the world! A volunteer 
training with Dr. Scott Viers is planned for 
January 26th from 6-7 p.m. We will show you 
just how easy it is to get started listening and 
participating in this exciting research. In the 
meantime, check out www.orcasound.net 
or link to the hydrophone network from www.
ptmsc.org. 

Working with the Salish Sea Hydrophone   
 Network inspired this winter’s free science 

classes. Third and fourth grade students from 
around the North Olympic Peninsula have 
been invited to attend two classes—Sound 
Underwater and Orca Communication. 

AmeriCorps members will lead students 
through interactive explorations of how sound 
travels in the marine environment and ways 

local orcas use sound to survive. These 
free classes support mandated curriculum 
needs of teachers and include partial bussing 
stipends, with scholarship funds provided 
by First Federal, Wells Fargo, U.S. Bancorp 
Foundation and the Harrington Schiff 
Foundation.  For information about attending 
these free classes, contact Lucy Carpenter  
at lcarpenter@ptmsc.org or 385-5582 
extension 113.

Free Winter Classes for  
Olympic Peninsula Elementary Students

Keith Brkich examines the hydrophone after working with 
Dr. Scott Viers to install it under the PTMSC pier.

Photo courtesy of Salish Sea Hydrophone Network

Orcas live in highly interdependant family groups, communicating with sound as they hunt, travel and socialize  
in local waters.
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SAVE THE DATE 

Tides of March  
Benefit Auction

Saturday, March 14th, 2009
5 – 9 pm

Jefferson County 
Fairgrounds

Be in a room surrounded by huge   
 whale bones, tiny bird bones, 

complete skeletons…and bring in any 
old bones you’ve found and treasured. 
Come to the Natural History Exhibit at 
Fort Worden State Park.

Bring Your Bones Day is a free 
event and is for beachcombers, 
artists, families and anyone fascinated 
by the unknown. On hand to examine, 
help identify and tell stories about 
the bones will be a master marine 
mammal skeleton articulator from 
Alaska, Lee Post, aka “Boneman,” 
and Dr. Tony Rogstad, the veterinarian 
from Chimacum Valley Vet Hospital, 
who is also a wildlife specialist.

Bones from the PTMSC’s collection 
will also be on display. See grey whale,  
seal, otter, dolphin and bird skeletons. 
No formal presentations  
are planned. People can drop in any  
time during the three-hour period and ask questions, 
compare, chat or simply feast their eyes on the wonderful 
shapes on display. Artists and budding naturalists are 
especially encouraged to come and draw, paint or visually 
document the collection.

Bring Your Bones Day  
At the Port Townsend Marine Science Center

Saturday, January 17, 2009 • 1-4 pm

Lee Post with a  
grey whale fin
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Brianna Parker examing bones
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Dr. Tony Rogstad pointing out the teeth on a dog skul to Audrey Matthes and her mom Staci
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PTMSC Lecture Series 2009:
Annual Meeting

Saturday, Feb. 21, 2009 4 pm 
Fort Worden Building 204

Please join us on February 21st for the 
PTMSC’s annual meeting at 4 pm in 

Fort Worden’s Bldg 204, located next to the 
Commons. PTMSC Director, Anne Murphy, will 
briefly present an organizational perspective, 
looking backwards and forwards, and then 
she’ll turn the floor over to guest lecturer, Dr. 
Jason Wood.  

In 2009, the PTMSC deepens its commitment 
to reducing the amount of plastics entering the 
waste stream, continues its commitment to 
providing the highest caliber science education 
for our students, teachers and visitors to Fort 
Worden State Park, and launches an Orca 
education program based on the story of the 
Killer Whale that beached itself on Dungeness 
Spit in 2002. Please attend out Annual Meeting 
to learn more.

Hearing is an important sense for many 
species. Acoustic signals are used for vital 
biological functions such as finding food and 
mates, as well as maintaining group cohesion. 

This presentation will highlight acoustic 
communication in African elephants and 
Southern Resident killer whales while 
exploring ways in which their sound is 
important to their survival, how their sounds 
can be used to monitor their populations and 
how sound humans generate can impact these 

species.

Jason Wood 
received his 
Ph.D. from the 
University of 
California, Davis 
in 2003 where 
his dissertation 
focused on 
the acoustic 
communication 
of African 
elephants. He 
then spent 

two years as a post-doctoral scholar at 
Stanford University in the Geophysics and 
then Otolaryngology departments where his 
work focused on seismic communication in 
elephants and developing a seismic census 
technique.  

Since 2006, he has been a lead instructor 
for Beam Reach, a marine science and 
sustainability school, where students earn 
credits from the University of Washington 
for conducting their own research on the 
acoustics of the Southern Resident killer 
whales.  

During the summer of 2008 Jason also 
became the research curator at The Whale 
Museum in Friday Harbor. He has conducted 
research in Kenya, South Africa, Namibia, and 
the San Juan islands.

Checking on seismic equipment at Mushara water hole in Etosha National  Park, Namibia.

WHALES AND ELEPHANTS 
Using Sound to Save Species

Dr. Wood raises sails on the Gato Verde on another Beam Reach quest to record whale vocalizations.
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Dr. Marcus Eriksen bikes the 
West Coast to further deliver 
his plea to end the age of 
disposable plastics
Lecture: April 6 at 7pm

The man, who in the summer of 
2008 sailed from California to 

Hawaii on a raft made of recycled 
and “junk” materials, including 
15,000 plastic bottles for flotation, 
is making another type of journey 
this spring. He and fiancée, 
Anna Cummins, will pedal from 
Vancouver, Canada to Tijuana, 
Mexico, handing out Pacific Ocean 
gyre samples, giving presentations 
and talking with legislators. Eriksen 
and Cummins will visit 15 cities, 
with Port Townsend being their first 
US stop.

Eriksen is the Director of Research and 
Education at Algalita Marine Research 
Foundation of Long Beach CA, the group 
that has received international recognition 
for their on-going research in the NE Pacific 

gyre started in 1999. Algalita’s 
work inspired the PTMSC to 
start our plastics education and 
monitoring program in 2007.

This will be Eriksen’s third trip to 
Port Townsend.  Please join us 
in giving him a warm welcome in 
recognition of the truly amazing 
and relentless work he is doing 
to build awareness about 
the health of our oceans and 
waterways.  He is scheduled to 
present Monday evening, April 
6, 7 pm in our Natural History 
Exhibit. We suggest you check 
the papers and the PTMSC 
website as the date approaches 
since he will be arriving by bike!

Update on Regional Beach Sampling Project
In late October, PTMSC staff and volunteers, along with volunteers    

 from partner organization sampled 15 beaches in seven Puget Sound 
and Straits counties. By mid December, the samples had been sorted, 
counted and weighed.  Early analysis shows that all of the 15 beaches 
sampled had plastic.  The next sampling effort takes place in early spring.

PTMSC thanks its beach  
sampling partners:

Jefferson County BeachWatchers
Clallam County BeachWatchers
Island County BeachWatchers
Skagit County BeachWatchers

Snohomish County BeachWatchers 
Kitsap Beach Naturalists

RESources for Sustainable Communities

Marcus Eriksen and Joel Paschal arriving in Ala Wai Harbor in Honolulu, Hawaii

Volunteers sampling a beach Types of plastics we’re finding in the beach sampling

 From Micro-Plastics to Orcas  
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Chloe Dawson is probably one of very few PTMSC volunteers learning  
 to ride a unicycle. At ten years old, Chloe is currently our youngest 

active volunteer, but she has impressed the staff with her careful, 
methodical work, diligently dissecting and analyzing sea gull boluses 
over the summer.  She also has combed through beach sand samples, 
documenting the plastics found there. Chloe says that she really enjoys 
thinking scientifically and that she feels working on the marine plastics 
monitoring projects can help wildlife.  

Chloe is home-schooled, which gives her the schedule flexibility during 
the week to pursue interests like volunteering at PTMSC or counting 
forage fish with NOSC.     Besides volunteering and unicycling, Chloe 
enjoys hiking and outdoor activities, playing violin, dancing, exploring 
the beach and the arts. She lives with her parents, two siblings, Eliza 
and Glen, and four pet chickens at North Beach. Chloe looks forward to 
becoming a docent in the ME and both she and sister Eliza hope to help 
with the upcoming Orca project. It’s an inspiration to work with such a 
great young person—thanks Chloe!

Volunteer Profile: Chloe Dawson 

Boluses 
by Chloe Dawson (age 10)

September 2008 – I pour a bolus into a clear pie plate. It looks mostly   
 like crab parts. (A bolus is like an owl pellet but from a seagull.) I 

get my tweezers and spread the bolus out. I see a tiny round circular 
thing. What could it be? I look at it closer under the microscope. It’s a 
fish vertebra! I look for more fish bones. There are a lot more. I search 
until I can’t find anything else. I put the fish bones in one pile and the 
crab pieces in another. I lay a piece of graph paper beneath the pie 
pan. Looking through the pie pan onto the graph paper I flatten the crab 
shell pile and form it into a rectangle. Then, I count how many squares 
the crab shells cover. I label a bag “crab parts” and write the number of 
squares it covered. I do the same thing for the fish bones. 
This seagull had a normal diet of fish and crabs, but some seagulls eat 
plastics. Then they feed it to their babies and the baby seagulls get full 
of plastics. 
The plastics in the ocean are a real problem. People throw plastic 
garbage into the ocean. The plastic gets caught on the seagulls’ food 
and sometimes it smells like food to the seagulls and they eat it. 
The Marine Science Center collects seagull boluses to see what 
seagulls are eating and how much plastic they are eating.
It’s fascinating to dissect boluses. I like being part of a scientific study. 
I feel more aware. Now when I see a plastic water bottle washed up on 
the beach I recycle it.
 I hope when people go to the Natural History Exhibit and see the 
plastics exhibit that they will stop throwing their plastic garbage in the 
ocean. I hope they will recycle instead. 

Docent Training
Save the dates! Learn to become a docent in the Marine Exhibit or Natural 
History Exhibit. Docents are core volunteers who are essential in keeping 
our exhibits not just open, but warm, friendly, and more educational. We’re 
continuing to develop our docent training system so that new volunteers 
can get up to speed and feel comfortable on their first docent shift or 
their 100th. New volunteers should register for each session in the exhibit 
of their choice (or both). Experienced volunteers are both guaranteed 
to learn something new and are needed as mentors. Call Jean Walat, 
Volunteer Coordinator, 385-5582 x112, to register.

Natural History Exhibit training:  Thursday February 5 and February 12, 
5:45 to 8 pm in the Natural History Exhibit.

Marine Exhibit training:  Five Thursday evenings in April, 5:45 to 8 pm in 
the Marine Exhibit. 

Seth Bender Memorial  
Scholarship Fund

PTMSC’s hands-on Marine Science and Natural History camps 
provide educational opportunities for boys and girls ages 8-18. 
This scholarship fund, established in memory of Seth Bender, 
provides tuition assistance for low-income families. We sincerely 
thank the following for their recent contributions:

Alan & Betty Anne McCall, Cynthia & Michael Diament, Sarah 
Patterson, Chuck Kinsey, Jim Bender and Ann Venables

Contributions to the scholarship fund are always accepted and 
can be sent to:

Seth Bender Memorial Scholarship Fund
Port Townsend Marine Science Center
532 Battery Way, Port Townsend, WA 98368

Chloe dissecting a gull bolus
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Port Townsend Marine Science Center –
Hands-on Summer Science Camps

In Coastal Explorers  
 Day Camp, campers 

will explore the varied 
natural environments 
from beach and glacial 
bluff to forest, pond and 
meadow. Campers will 
put together skeletons 
of marine mammals, 
catch and learn about 
insects, find out about 
earthquakes detected 
on our seismograph, 
investigate the life in 
a pond, and make 
connections between 
fossil animals and their 
descendants alive today. With hikes, crafts, 
games, and quiet times in a beautiful setting, 
this camp offers fun, hands-on experiential 
learning.

hide and observing microscopic life that 
supports all life in the sea. These activities 
give campers the opportunity to learn about 
individual groups of marine plants and 
animals while taking an ecosystem approach 
to marine study.

In Marine Biology Overnight and Day 
Camps, campers are immersed in scientific 
study and creative actives. Activities include 
sieving through goopy sediments looking 
for brittle stars, pulling a seine net though 
eelgrass beds to learn where young fish 

Picture yourself basking in the beauty of a lovely summer’s day  
 out on the bay, with a light breeze filling the sails on the sleek 40’ 

sailboat you’re relaxing on. Cucina Fresca at your fingertips (that’s 
Italian for yummy fresh food, in case you’re wondering), complemented 
with a crisp Pinot Grigio, complete the moment of perfection.

Or enjoy a day of learning all the steps in how to make cheese at Mt. 
Townsend Creamery. And as a complement to being a cheese maker 
for a day, experience what it’s like to be a winemaker at Christina 
James Winery, with those darkened hands—a winemaker’s badge of 
honor—that come only once a year when the grapes are pressed and 
transferred into the barrel.

Enjoy spending a day with one of Port Townsend’s local artisans and 
discover the art of creating wool felt hats and scarves in her studio.

These experiences plus many more will be auctioned off at the 
PTMSC’s Tides of March Benefit Auction on Saturday, Mar. 14th from 
5-9 pm at the Erickson Building at the Jefferson County Fairgrounds.

Local chefs will provide delectable tastes showcasing their favorite 
appetizers for your personal indulgence. And, of course, adult 
beverages will be provided to pair with those “hors d’hoeuvres 
extraordinaire!”

The auction is a shopper’s delight, filled with treasures from near and 
far, experiences you’ve only dreamed of doing, and all to support the 
educational programs for the Port Townsend Marine Science Center.

Mark your calendars! Donations for the auction with a value of $50 or 
higher are welcome. So are sponsorships. Pre-register so you’re sure to 
have a spot reserved for you and your friends. All forms are available on 
the PTMSC Web site at www.ptmsc.org.

We look forward to your support for our auction in 2009!

--Your Auction Committee

Tides of March Benefit Auction
March 14, 2009 • Jefferson County Fairgrounds • Erickson Building • 5-9 pm

♦ Marine Biology Day Camp   
July 6th  – July 10th   
$190 
For ages 9 to 13

♦ Marine Biology  
Residential Camp 
July 19th to July 25th   
$690  
For ages 9-13

♦ Coastal Explorers  
Day Camp  
August 3rd to August 7th   
$190 
For ages 8 to 12
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Winter Hours: 
November 3 through March 31, the NHE 
is open Friday, Saturday & Sunday, noon 
– 4 pm The ME is open to groups of 12 
or more by appointment. Both Exhibits 
closed during January.

Spring Hours
April 3 – June 11 Both Exhibits open 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday, noon – 4 pm

JANUARY
  Both Exhibits are closed the month of January

  6 TU Botany Group 6 pm ME
 13 TU Geology Study Group 5:15 pm NHE
 17  SA Bring Your Bones Day 1 - 4 pm NHE (See page 5)
 27 TU Geology Study Group 5:15 pm NHE

FEBRUARY
   3 TU Botany Group 6 pm ME
   5  TH Natural History Exhibit Training NHE 5:45 pm – 8 pm
 10 TU Geology Study Group 5:15 pm NHE
  12  TH Natural History Exhibit Training NHE 5:45 pm – 8 pm
 21 SA     Annual Meeting 4 pm – 6 pm  Whales & Elephants - Using Sound to Save   
  Species Dr. Jason Wood  (See page 4)
 24 TU Geology Study Group 5:15 pm NHE  

MARCH
   3 TU Botany Group 6 pm NHE
 10 TU Geology Study Group 5:15 pm NHE
 14 SA Tides of March Benefit Auction Jefferson Co. Fairgrounds 5 pm
 24 TU Geology Study Group 5:15 pm NHE  

APRIL
  2  TH Marine Exhibit Training ME 5:45 pm – 8 pm 
  3   F Spring hours at both exhibits:  
  Both Exhibits open Friday through Sunday: 12 noon to 4 pm
 6 MON Junkride 2009 Time TBD 
   7 TU Botany Group 6 pm NHE
   9  TH Marine Exhibit Training ME 5:45 pm – 8 pm 
 11 SA     Spring Migration Cruise 1 – 4 pm
 13-18 Our Water World in conjunction with Centrum
 14 TU Geology Study Group 5:15 pm NHE
 16 TH Marine Exhibit Training ME 5:45 pm – 8 pm  
 23 TH Marine Exhibit Training ME 5:45 pm – 8 pm 
 28 TU Geology Study Group 5:15 pm NHE
 25 SA Spring Migration Cruise 1 - 4 pm  
 30 TH Marine Exhibit Training ME 5:45 pm – 8 pm 
 

Bridging the Gap
Stay tuned for an exciting array of PTMSC activities  

during the Hood Canal Bridge closure May 1 - June 14, 2009, 
culminating in the Adventuress Sail on June 14!

Schedule of Events

2319 Washington Street
Port Townsend WA 98368

Voice 360-385-4194  •  Fax 360-385-5860
sos@olympus.net  •  sosprinting.biz

A
I
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290 10th St., in Boat Haven, 
across Sims Way from Henery 
Hardware, Port Townsend. 

 (360) 385-1457 

A Japanese Martial Art 

Donald R. Young, DDS, FAGD
Fellow, Academy of

General Dentistry

906 Ness’ Corner Road

P.O. Box 268

Port Hadlock, WA 98339

dryoung@olypen.com

(360) 385-4373
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Help researchers 
study Orcas from the 
comfort of your own 

home!
Monday, January 26, 2009

6-7 pm
Natural History Exhibit

Dr. Scott Viers, from the Salish Sea  
 Hydrophone Network, will teach interested 

volunteers how to detect, study and record 
underwater sound from a home computer. 
Researchers use information from five listening 
stations, including one right here at PTMSC, to 
study the activities of the endangered Southern 
Resident Orca community. 

Contact Volunteer Coordinator Jean Walat at 385-
5582 x112 or jwalat@ptmsc.org to RSVP

Spring Migration Cruises  
April 11 & 25, 2009

Saturdays, 1 pm – 4 pm   Tickets: $55 per person 
($50 for PTMSC, Burke Museum, Audubon or WOS members)

Reservations and information:
(360) 385-5582 ext. 104, (800) 566-3932 or cruises@ptmsc.org

Discounts available for children and groups 

Opening Weekend ~ Coffee: The World in Your Cup
Sat. and Sun., Jan 24 and 25   10 am – 4 pm
Celebrate the opening of Coffee: The World in Your Cup and learn about all the people, 
plants and processes that collaborate to make that perfect cup of coffee! Enjoy guided 
gallery tours and special 
coffee tastings. Coffee 
experts will be on hand 
to answer questions and 
demonstrate coffee roasting 
techniques.

This event is free with 
museum admission

Mushroom Maynia!
Sun., May 3   10 
am-4 pm
The Burke Museum hosts 
the Puget Sound Mycological Society for the second annual Mushroom Maynia! Events 
include mushroom identification and facts, demonstrations of mushroom cultivation and 
mushroom art, how to prepare tasty snacks, make spore prints, and use mushrooms in 
dyes and crayons.

What’s New at the Burke Museum
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New and Renewing Members

Student 
Ashley Manly  
   
Individual
Lisa Anderson  
John Austin  
Patt Ayers  
Bud Babcock  
Amy Brandon  
Ruth Cabler  
William Clark  
Judy D’Amore  
J.R. Kint  
Nels Lindh  
Mark Magill  
Lynn Nadeau  
Margaret Orth  
Janet Rayl  
Lucille Reinen  
Mary Rizzardi  
David and Barbara Sachi  
Jean Stanks  
Wendell Stout and Clara Klug  
Judith Toledano  
   
Family 
Nancy and Jeff Adelson  
Diane Baxter and Garth Ware  
Court & Ann Bell  
Katherine Buchanan  
Douglas and Frances Campbell  
Barbara Caron and Charles Paul  
Terry Church and Jennifer Rietzke  
Van & Suzy Church  
Barbara J Clayton  
Julia Cordz  
Dennis Daneau & Debbi Steele  
Jim Daubenberger  
William and Marlene Davies  
Michael and Laurel Dawson  
Jeannie Dirksen  
Sharon Draper  
Albert Foster  
Kirsten Frits  
Jeff and Martine Gibbons  
Lisa Heinkel and Nikole Blue  
Leslie Hoelting  
Sheila Hunt-Witte  
David and Gail Jenkins  
Grace Kilmer  
Paula and Greg Lalish  
Lovell, Max Max Lovell  
Wesley Ludemann  
David and Julie McCulloch  
Sue McKay  

Chrissy McLean  
Sue Milliken and Kelly Dodson  
Joanne and Mike Montague  
Nancy Naslund and John Piatt  
Lucia and Paul Norris  
Elizabeth O’Malley-White  
Larry Osterman & Julia Hotard 
Dick and Norma Owsley 
William & Karen Parker
Catherine Anne Parkman and Jim Tolpin 
Lynn Pasley & Dan Cantrell
Sarah Patterson and Chuck Kinsey 
Betsy Pendergast  
Laura Piper  
Phyllis Price  
Bob and Anne Reeves  
Laura Rosenberg  
Jim and Pat Ryan  
David Rymph and Linda Little 
Otto and Kristin Smith  
Shelly Srom  
Robert Steele and Mary Swift 
Roger Steinfort and Kathleen Ohlson
Norm and Wendy Stevens
Lew and Marta Stock  
Mark and Marianne Stratton 
Mark & Lucy Anne Summers
Jim and Mary Sundeen
Linda Therou
Gary Usa
Sandra Vanvig and Bruce Stowe
David and Anita Weakley
Fred and Ann Weinmann
Marsha Wiener
Philip and Vera Williams
Debbie and Dale Wills
Carolyn Woito  
Yaley, Tim Tim Yaley  
Yearian Household
Ted and Pat Yearian  
   
Patron 
Stephen & Suzanne Cunliffe 
Jan Davis and Kaci Cronkhite
Adrian and Louise Dronkert
Mike and Marnie Forseth
Helen and Paul Frenzen
Laurette and Jerry Gilbert
Mardy Nelson and Tom Harrold
Lee and Penny Jensen
Jane and Doug Kurata
Douglas and Nancy Leeds
Brian and Kathy Linnell
Carolyn Mackay
Linda Newberry
Jeanette Richoux

Ted and Erica Springstead
John Swaner
Lisa Talbot & Kniss Edwards
Cindy and Harry Thayer
D. D. Wigley  
  
Friend 
Dixie and Dave Llewellin
Naomi Marcus
Thomas and Francie Opstad
Robin and Gabe Ornelas
Hugh Shipman  
   
Sustaining 
Rodie and Al Abrams  
Jim Bender and Ann Venables
Barbara Cochran
Patricia Farmer  
Nancy Fowler  
Jerry Higgins
Jeff Jones
Joe and Cinda Langjahr
Peg Lewis
Ed Littlefield
Chelcie and Kathy Liu
Linda Martin
Jim Mason
Bill & Marty Miller
Jan North
Geralynn and Richard Rackowski
Kitty Reed and Gerald Thorsen
Camille Speck
Jenifer and Lynn Taylor
Louise Walczak
Lee Whitford
Craig Wier
Hsushi Yeh  

Business/Professional
Kris Nelson
Jay Payne
Marilyn and John Staples
Arran Stark
Tim Tocatlian  
   
Octopress Sponsor 
Paul Becker and Lisa Crosby
Erik Frederickson  
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Under $100 
Betty Abersold
Marilyn and Jim Adensam
Phil Andrus & Emmy Lou Stein
Bud Babcock
Ann & Joe Baier
Diane Baxter and Garth Ware
Harriet Beale
CP Communications
Grace and Jerry Chawes
Barbara J Clayton
Sally Davis
Ron and Ann Deisher
Cynthia and Michael Diament
Shmuel and Gail El-Ad
Helen and Paul Frenzen
Peg Furey
George Goodall  

& Sandra Kurtz

Charles and Joan Gotschalk
C. James and Mari Gower 
Frank Handler 
Amy Hiatt 
J Anne Holman 
Liz and Mike Horn 
Katherine Jensen 
Colette Kostelec  

& Richard Talbot 
Denis and Susan Langlois 
Sally Loken 
Don Marseille 
Roger & Cameron McPherson 
Carol Modena & Dana Roberts 
Kathleen Muir & Jack Manning 
Lesa Peri and Annabel Rogan 
Port Townsend Sails, Inc. 
Jim Posey 
Janet Rayl 
Robin and Jack Scherting 

What the Sagging Economy Means for the Marine Science Center
(and why PTMSC appreciates you so much!)

Thank you to 2008 Annual Appeal Donors
Wendell Stout & Clara Klug
Mark and Marianne Stratton
Joan Thomas 
Thurston-Shaine Family
Val and Leslie Veirs
 
$100 and above
Me’l Christensen  
    & Seth Rolland 
Woody and Hiroko Dennis
Jaune Evans 
Mary Jane Gossmann
JoAnne Heron  

& Fayette Krause 
Gordon and Lois James
Jeff Jones 
Peter and Helen Lauritzen
Stephen Lewis  

& Deborah Gottlieb

A.J. Proutt 
Mary Ann Shaffer 
Josh Stranahan 
Gerald Thorsen 
Don and Sylvia White
Hsushi Yeh 
Jo and George Yount 

$250 & above
Frank and Betty Bellinghausen 
Janet Dallett & David Mathieson
Frederickson Electric 
Chelcie and Kathy Liu 
Bonnie Ludlow 
Jim Mason 
Gary Pascoe 
Jenifer and Lynn Taylor
Louise Walczak & Joe  Carey
 

$500 & above 
Anne Murphy  
     & Richard Barrows  
Louis Burzycki 
Karen and Tony DeLorenzo
ZoeAnn and Harry Dudley
Eric Harrington 
Jim and Helen Oakland
Lee Whitford
 
$1,000  
Paul and Joyce Anderson

Like everyone else, we at the PTMSC are  
  thinking about how we are going to be 

fiscally conscientious without compromising 
our programming in 2009.   

We know that our supporters, including you, 
and foundations and corporations, are having 
to think about how to make your dollars go 
a long way too. We have recently completed 
our strategic plan, which lays out everything 
we want to accomplish in education, citizen 
science, and stewardship between now and 
2013. We would like to be able to go full blast 
with each facet of such great plans, including 
expanding our role as a major provider of 
science education in schools throughout the 
Puget Sound Region, increasing participation 
of underserved youth in our programming 
and expanding our lab facilities (and many 
other things). But for now, we will take a deep 
breath, not grow quite as fast as we would 
like to grow, and continue to seamlessly offer 
the great educational programs that we have 
always provided in  
the past.

But the great news is:  The Port Townsend 
Marine Science Center is used to doing a lot 
with what it has. There is absolutely no fat in 
our budget (and never has been). Your dollars 
all go for providing services to you and to our 
other constituents. You can be sure that what 
you donate will go a very long way. We extend 
our programming with a limited staff through 
the efforts of 150 volunteers, who in 2008 gave 
the PTMSC over 9,000 hours of their time, and 
with four AmeriCorps members and several 
interns. 

We have already applied for major grants for 
the coming year, and are hopeful that we will 
be competitive with two exciting projects. This 
includes a continuation of our very popular 
Plastics Project in which, if successful, we 
will be educating teachers, students and 
volunteers in 12 counties around Puget Sound 
about plastics prevention; and the Orca 
Project, which will culminate in the articulation 
of an Orca skeleton in the spring of 2010 for 
our Marine Exhibit.  

This is a good time to thank all of you who 
have kept up your memberships and your 
other contributions of money and time. We 
know that many of you cannot give as much 
as you gave last year, because your 401Ks, 
savings accounts, and expendable income 
are more limited than ever before. But we 
understand that, and treasure every one 
of your donations. We appreciate that you 
value the Marine Science Center’s work, and 
recognize that it is important for us to do the 
best job that we can do. The great thing about 
PTMSC is that we are all family: members, 
donors, board, staff and volunteers.  We wish 
you the very best in the New Year and a bright 
future for all of us.

Many Thanks to …
Kevin Long for use of his shop & tools

Jim Ferris and Edensaw Wood for donating 
wood and framing for the Plastics Project 
travelling exhibit
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  YES, I WANT TO BE A MEMBER!
  Check if this is a:  New Membership or  Renewal

Name___________________________  Phone________________  e-mail__________________

Address______________________  City____________________  State______  Zip__________

 $15 Student 	  $75 Friend	  $250 Octopress Sponsor  
 $30 Individual  $100 Sustaining  $500 Benefactor
 $45 Family	  $125 Business/Professional	  $1000 Sponsor
  	 	 	 	
  

I’m paying by:   Check   	 Credit Card:  Visa  MasterCard
_________________________________     __________________________________
Name as it appears on the credit card Credit Card #   Exp. Date

Please mail this form to:  PTMSC, 532 Battery Way, Port Townsend, WA 98368    

YES, I WANT TO BE A MEMBER!
   You can support the mission of the
   Port Townsend Marine Science Center—   
 to promote a greater understanding of the 
marine sciences —by becoming a  member 
or by renewing your membership.

Student & Individual
 Unlimited free admission to the Marine Science Exhibit and Natural  

History Exhibit
 PTMSC Octopress newsletter
 10% discount on all regular priced merchandise at our Gift Shop
 Discount admission to all PTMSC events: Protection Island Cruises, 

Speaker Series, etc.
 Reciprocal member privileges at the Burke Museum
 PTMSC bookmark
	 Monthly	e-mail	notification	of	upcoming	events
 Recognition in the Octopress newsletter
 Unlimited use of the PTMSC library
 Advance notice of programs & events

Family
 All of the above plus unlimited free admission to the Marine Science 

Exhibit and Natural History Exhibit for your family
 Tuition discounts for the PTMSC Hands-On Summer Science Camps
 2 free admission tickets for friends

 
Friend

 All of the above plus 6 free admission tickets for friends and/or 
associates

Sustaining
 All of the above plus 10 free admission tickets for friends and/or 

associates

Business/Professional
 All of the above plus a link from our Web site to yours

Octopress Sponsor
 All of the above plus a business card ad in the Octopress newsletter

Benefactor & Sponsor
All of the above and recognition in the Annual Report

Fort Worden State Park
532 Battery Way
Port Townsend, WA 98368
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